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In rock mechanics it is often assumed that the number of cracks whose size
yc r cexceeds c is given by the exponential N e . It is difficult, however, to examine0
the cracks in a three-dimensional body to verify this exponential variation, and one
is normally limited to observations on an outcropping, a cut, or a plane obtained by
sectioning a sample. In this paper, we consider two mathematical problems. The
direct problem is to find the distribution of the line segments in a plane section
when the three-dimensional distribution of cracks is homogeneous, isotropic, and
exponential. It will be shown that this distribution can be expressed by means of a
Hankel function and that the distribution in a plane section is qualitatively
different from the three-dimensional exponential distribution in having a peak at a
finite value of segment length. It is found that the mean segment size in the plane
is pr2 times the mean crack diameter in these dimensions. This is consistent with
the well-known observation that small cracks have a lower probability of being
intercepted by a plane than larger cracks.
The indirect problem is to infer the three-dimensional distribution of cracks
from the distribution on a plane section. This problem is solved by deriving an
integral equation relating the three-dimensional distribution of cracks to the
distribution of line segments in a plane and showing that it can be solved for an
arbitrary distribution of segments. The special case of the Hankel distribution in
the plane leads to an exponential distribution in three dimensions, verifying the
general solution of the indirect problem. Q 2000 Academic Press
THE DIRECT PROBLEM
ŽWe begin by considering a distribution of penny-shaped cracks i.e.,
.disks of zero thickness whose edges are circles of radius c distributed
isotropically and homogeneously in space. The intersection of a typical
crack with a plane, which we denote as the x]y plane, is shown in Fig. 1,
and we denote by z the distance of the center of the crack from the x]y
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FIG. 1. Intersection of a typical penny-shaped crack with the x]y plane.
plane. The angle between the crack plane and the x]y plane is repre-
sented by u . Then
2m
2z s c y sin u , 1Ž .(
4
where m is the length of the segment formed by the intersection.
Now consider the statistics of the distribution. The number of cracks
Ž .whose radii lie in the range c, c q Dc , with normal in the range of solid
Ž . Ž .angles V, V q DV , and having centers in the interval z, z q D z is
Ž .written as L c, V, z Dc DV D z. Then the number of intercepts of length
greater than m is
‘ z
P m s dc dV L c, V , § d§ , 2Ž . Ž . Ž .H H H
mr2 V yz
where V denotes the range of solid angles in half the unit sphere and
dV s du df sin u . It is convenient to make the assumption that the
distributions of c and the polar angles u and f are independent. This is
critical, both because it makes the integrals tractable and because other-
wise an extensive amount of research and data analysis would be required
to examine the correlation over a wide range of crack sizes. Crack size and
orientation would be correlated in bedded materials, but this possibility
will not be addressed here. The assumptions of statistical independence
can be expressed mathematically in the form
L c, V , § s L c L V L § . 3Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .1 2 3
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It is common in rock mechanics to assume that the distribution function of
cracks is exponential
N0 ycr cL c s e 4Ž . Ž .1 c
w xas suggested by the analysis and observations of Baecher and Lanney 1 ,
w x w xBarton 2 , and Glynn et al. 3 . The number density of cracks per unit
volume being constant, we may write
‘ z
A L c dc L § d§ s 2 N zA, 5Ž . Ž . Ž .H H1 3 0
0 yz
Ž .where A is the area of the pillbox-shaped control volume and 2 z is its
thickness. Then
L s 1. 6Ž .3
The isotropy of crack orientations can be expressed by putting L con-2
stant. It follows that
2p pr2
df L sin u du s 1 7Ž .H H 2
0 0
or
1
L s . 8Ž .2 2p
Ž .In writing the integral over all equally probable angles, it is assumed that
the crack normal makes an angle with the x]y plane that lies between 0
and pr2. This can always be arranged by selecting the appropriate one of
two possible senses for the crack normal. Integrating over f, we find that
‘ z2 pr2 yc r cP m s dc sin u du N e d§ . 9Ž . Ž .H H H 0c mr2 0 0
Ž .The integrals over § and u are elementary, leading, in view of Eq. 1 , to
2
‘p N m0 2 ycr cP m s c y e dc. 10Ž . Ž .(H2 c 4mr2
By means of the change of variable
m
c s cosh a , 11Ž .
2
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the integral can be transformed to the form of the Schlafli integral
w xdescribed by Watson 5, Sect. 6.22
‘
ym cosh aK m s e cosh ¤a da , 12Ž . Ž .H¤
0
where
m
m s . 13Ž .
2c
Then
‘p N0 2 ym cosh aP m s m cosh 2a y 1 e da . 14Ž . Ž . Ž .H16 c 0
w xUsing the recurrence formulas of Watson 5, Sect. 3.71 , we find that
2
K s K q K , 15Ž .2 0 1m
and, hence,
p
P m s N cmK m . 16Ž . Ž . Ž .0 12
Since
lim mK m s 1, 17Ž . Ž .1
m“0
w xaccording to the series given by Gradshteyn and Ryzhik 4, 8.446 , it
follows that
p
P 0 s N c. 18Ž . Ž .02
Ž .As a consequence of the definition of Eq. 2 , this may be interpreted as
the number of intersections with a fixed plane per unit area.
The mean size of the intercepts, m, is the quantity such that
‘ dP
dm m y m s 0. 19Ž . Ž .H dm0
Now
2
‘ ‘ ‘dP p
2 2m dm s P m dm s p N c mK m dm s c N , 20Ž . Ž . Ž .H H H0 1 0dm 20 0 0
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w xwhere we make use of a special case of a result of Watson 5, Sect. 13.21
‘ 1 3 p
K m m dm s G G s . 21Ž . Ž .H 1 ž / ž /2 2 20
Then
2 2p r2 N cŽ . 0
m s s p c, 22Ž .
pr2 N cŽ . 0
so that the mean intercept length in a plane section is pr2 times larger
than the mean diameter in three dimensions.
w xNow, using once again the recursion formulas of Watson 5, Sect. 3.71 ,
the number density of intercepts is
dP p
n m s y s N mK m , 23Ž . Ž . Ž .0 0dm 4
which is shown graphically in Fig. 2. This has a maximum for m s 0.60,
using Watson's tables for K , so that the most probable intercept length is0
m s 1.20c. 24Ž .Ä
FIG. 2. The density of line segments formed by intersection of an exponential distribution
of penny-shaped cracks with a plane, expressed in dimensionless form.
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DETERMINATION OF THE THREE-DIMENSIONAL
CRACK DISTRIBUTION FROM STATISTICS
ON A SECTION
Ž .The indirect problem of crack statistics as defined here is to infer the
distribution of crack size in three dimensions from observations on a
plane. To address this problem, note that in the course of the preceding
Ž .derivation, Eq. 10 was written with the assumption that the distribution
of crack sizes is exponential. If, however, this assumption is not made, then
the integral equation
2
‘p m
2P m s c y L c dc 25Ž . Ž . Ž .(H 12 4mr2
Ž .for L c is obtained. This can be cast into a form like that of Abel's1
integral equation by differentiating with respect to m. Then
‘p m L cŽ .1XP m s y dc. 26Ž . Ž .H
28 mr2 m
2c y(
4
The transformation to an integral equation of Abelian type can be com-
pleted by the changes of independent variable
1 4
j s , h s 27Ž .2 2c m
and the changes of dependent variables
c2 8 2
Xh j s L c , M h s y P . 28Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .1 ž /2 p 'h
Then the integral equation takes on Abel's form
h h jŽ .
M h s dj 29Ž . Ž .H 'h y j0
The solution is well known, and can be obtained, for example, by the
method of Laplace transforms:
1 d M h dhŽ .j
h j s . 30Ž . Ž .H
p dj 'j y h0
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Returning to the previous variable,
‘
X32 d P m dmŽ .
L s c c . 31Ž .H1 2 2 2 2'dcp 2c m m y 4c
This represents a solution to the inverse problem, though an integration by
parts to eliminate the square root singularity might be useful in numerical
work. Other forms are possible and might prove more convenient in
special cases. For example, putting
'm s 2c ¤ 32Ž .
leads to
X '‘4 d P 2c ¤ d¤Ž .
L s c . 33Ž .H1 2 3r2 'dcp c¤ ¤ y 11
EXAMPLE OF THE INDIRECT SOLUTION
Ž .The solution to the indirect problem given as Eq. 33 can be verified in
the case of the Hankel function distribution obtained above. Differentiat-
Ž .ing the expression for P obtained as Eq. 16 leads to
p
XP m s y N mK m , 34Ž . Ž . Ž .0 04
Ž . Ž . wwith m defined by Eq. 13 and making use of Eq. 7 given by Watson 5,
xSect. 3.71 . Then
X 'P 2c ¤ pŽ . ' 's y L ¤ K b ¤ , 35Ž .Ž .0 0c 4c
XŽ .where b s crc. Making use once more of Watson's Eq. 7 , K s yK ,0 1
Ž .Eq. 33 becomes
'‘cN K b ¤Ž .0 1
L s d¤ . 36Ž .H1 2 ' 'p c ¤ ¤ y 11
w xThis integral is given by Gradshteyn and Ryzhik 4, 6.59.12, p. 703 . Thus,
1r2 1r2cN 1 2 p0 ybL s G e 37Ž .1 2 ž /ž / ž /2 b 2bp c
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or, on simplifying,
N0 ycr cL s e . 38Ž .1 c
This agrees with the exponential distribution assumed originally, verifying
Ž .the solution to the inverse problem given as Eq. 31 .
SUMMARY
The random distribution of crack intersections with a plane can be
related to the three-dimensional distribution by means of geometrical
considerations. This relation can be considered as an integral equation
that can be solved exactly by transforming it to an Abel equation. This
allows the distribution of crack sizes in three dimensions to be uniquely
inferred from the distribution of segments in a plane. These distributions
are qualitatively different. When the three-dimensional distribution of
crack sizes is exponential, the plane distribution is a Hankel function with
a maximum near the average size.
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